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Recent experiments from the Large Helical Device (LHD) indicate that the plasma flow can play a
primary role in eliminating magnetic islands produced in the vacuum configuration of conventional
stellarators. The observed island healing occurs at a critical plasma β that varies with plasma
collisionality. A model explaining this phenomenon is developed based upon self-consistent island
evolution and torque balance equations. In conventional stellarators, neoclassical damping physics
plays an essential role in establishing the flow profiles. The balance of neoclassical damping and
cross-field viscosity produces a radial boundary layer for the plasma rotation profile outside the
separatrix of a locked magnetic island which decreases as the collisionality drops. This has the
consequence of enhancing healing viscous torques at low collisionality making healing magnetic
islands occur more readily in high temperature conventional stellarators.

I. Introduction
Magnetic island physics has been a major topic of in-

terest to the stellarator community. There is no general
solution to the 3-D magnetostatic equilibrium equations
that guarantee the existence of topologically toroidal
magnetic surfaces. Pressure induced magnetic islands
and their subsequent overlap is thought to be a primary
mechanism for equilibrium β limits. As such, 3-D equi-
librium codes are often implemented in an effort to elimi-
nate island formation in optimizing stellarator configura-
tions [1–3]. However, recent studies on the Large Helical
Device (LHD) have indicated that the elimination of im-
posed vacuum magnetic islands is observed [4] and corre-
lated with this island healing are abrupt changes to the
plasma flow [5]. These observations can be explained by
a recent theoretical advance that models self-consistent
island evolution and torque balance relations by account-
ing for neoclassical flow damping physics, cross-field vis-
cosity and electromagnetic effects [6]

In the LHD experiments, external 3-D coils are in-
tentionally applied to produce a magnetic island chain
at a low-order rational surface of the vacuum configura-
tion. Finite β plasmas are produced by neutral beam
injection. A dependence of the magnetic island evolu-
tion on plasma parameters is observed by varying the
field strength, density and heating power. As shown in
Fig. 1, both magnetic island growth and healing is seen
with the two disparate plasma responses distinguished
by a sharp boundary in a parameter space defined by the
plasma β and collisionality at the rational surface. For
a given collisionality, there exists a critical β for island
healing. This critical β drops as the collisionality at the
rational surface decreases. Associated with the loss of
the magnetic island is an abrupt change in the rotation
profile [5]. In the presence of a locked island, the plasma
rotation is inhibited at the rational surface. After the
transition to the no island state, rotation is observed at
the rational surface.

These results can be understood by considering the
coupled torque balance and island evolution equations
[6]. In the following, a theoretical formulation for use in
interpreting the experimental results is developed. The

theory generalizes previous analytic calculations in cylin-
drical geometry [7]. In the following calculation, partic-
ular emphasis is made on the important role neoclassical
physics has in describing the flow properties of conven-
tional stellarators.
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FIG. 1. From Narushima et al, 2008 Nucl. Fusion 48 075010.
Island growth and island healing are distinguished in a pa-
rameter space defined by the collisionality (ν∗) and plasma β
at the rational surface. Dark circles denote island growth and
open circles denote island healing.

The observations from the LHD island experiments
have similiarities to results from tokamak [8] and reversed
field pinch experiments [9] in the presence of externally
produced resonant magnetic fields. Intrinsic or applied
3-D resonant external magnetic perturbations affects the
growth and rotation properties of magnetic islands asso-
ciated with the resonant surface. In tearing stable toka-
maks, the problem that has governed the most attention
is the field error penetration problem whereby an exter-
nal resonant magnetic field can provide a source for pro-
ducing a magnetic island. The penetration of this field
is inhibited by plasma rotation. However, at sufficiently
large 3-D field amplitude, the resonant field produces a
forced reconnection at the rational surface. Associated
with mode penetration is a change in the rotation profile
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with rotation at the rational surface abruptly changing
to zero. Mode penetration is to be avoided in tokamaks
as it often leads to disruptions.

The problem of interest here is an explanation for the
reverse process, the elimination or healing of magnetic
islands by the plasma flow. For this effort, a theoretical
paradigm for understanding the interaction of tearing
modes with resonant 3-D magnetic fields produced
from an external source in cylindrical plasmas [7] can
be adapted for stellarator applications. In this work,
the amplitude and phase of the magnetic island is
determined by coupled electromagnetic and fluid flow
information. The conventional matched asymptotics
procedure is used to calculate island evolution properties.
The plasma rotation properties enter through a torque
balance equation at the rational surface.

II. Magnetic Fields
The magnetic field is written as the sum of an equilib-

rium field with robust magnetic surfaces and an island
producing magnetic field.

B = B0 + B1. (1)

Here B0 satisfies B0 · ∇ψ = 0 where ψ labels topolog-
ically toroidal magnetic surfaces. The formation of an
island at the rational surface ι-o = no/mo is considered
due to a magnetic field of the form B1 · ∇ψ/B0 · ∇φ =
moAo sin(noφ − moθ) where θ(ζ) denote the poloidal
(toroidal) straight-field line angle. It is convenient to
switch coordinates from (ψ, θ, φ) to (ρ, α, ζ) given by

α = θ − ι-oφ, ζ = φ, (2)

and ρ a radial-like variable derived from ψ = ψ(ρ) ∼ ρ2.
With B1 = ∇χ×∇α+∇A×∇ζ [6], the total field can be
written using the (ρ, α, ζ) coordinate system in the form

B = ∇[ψ(ρ) + χ]×∇α+ ψ′∇ζ ×∇Ψ∗, (3)

where ψ′ ≡ dψ/dρ(ρ = ρo) and the helical flux function
Ψ∗ described magnetic surfaces in the island region B ·
∇Ψ∗ = 0. Using a single harmonic approximation for
A = A(ρo, α) = Ao cos(moα), the helical flux function
describing the magnetic island flux surfaces is written

Ψ∗ =
1

2
ι-′ox

2 − Ao
ψ′

cos(moα), (4)

where ι-′o ≡ dι-/dρ(ρ = ρo), x = ρ − ρo. and A =∮
dζ/2πA(ρ, α, ζ). From Eq. (4), the island width can

be derived and is given by

w = 4

√
| Ao
ι-′oψ
′ |. (5)

In writing Eqs. (3) and (4), a small island width expan-
sion (δ = w/Leq � 1) is utilized.

In the absence of any plasma response, the perturbed
fields B1 are solutions to the vacuum equations (∇·B1 =

∇×B1 = 0) subject to a boundary condition describing
the external source. The vacuum island width can be de-
fined again assuming a dominant single harmonic approx-

imation to the vacuum solution, AV = AVo cos(moα+∆φ)
with the vacuum island width given by

wV = 4

√
| A

V
o

ι-′oψ
′ |. (6)

The quantity ∆φ denotes the phase of the vacuum island
relative to phase of the magnetic island when plasma is
present.

The plasma response of interest is due to localized cur-
rents in the vicinity of the rational surface. Analytic is-
land theories for stellarator applications strongly resem-
ble that used in nonlinear tearing mode problems. As
in tearing mode theory, the plasma response is treated
differently in two distinct plasma regions and matched
asymptotically. The strength of the localized currents as
described by exterior region are quantified by the asymp-
totic matching parameter

∆′mn =
1

Amn(ρo)

dAmn
dρ
|ρo+
ρo−. (7)

In general three-dimensional systems, the matching
data is significantly complicated by the degree of cou-
pling between different rational surfaces. In order to
make analytic progress in the following, the responses
of each of the coupled surfaces is assumed negligible. As
such, the dynamics of a single isolated island chain at the
ι-o = no/mo is emphasized. The exterior region solution
is governed by a linear equation with the effect of the
exterior source entering through a boundary condition.
In particular, one can write ∆′mono

= ∆′o + ∆′BC where
∆′o represents the asymptotic matching data in the ab-
sence of the external source and describes the inherent
stability properties of the plasma and ∆′BC is propor-
tional to AV . Additionally, a finite phase shift between
the magnetic field associated with the locked island at the
rational surface and the external source is allowed. The
‘cosine’ component corresponds to a contribution that af-
fects the nonlinear island width and the ‘sine’ component
enters into torque balance. Denoting these two different
components ∆′c and ∆′s, we have

∆′c = ∆′o[1− kv
AV

Ao
cos(∆φ)], (8)

∆′s = kv∆
′
o

AV

Ao
sin(∆φ), (9)

where kv is an order unity parameter that is a function of
the plasma equilibrium. In vacuum, kv = 1. As viewed
from the exterior region, the quantities ∆′c and ∆′s denote
localized current responses at the rational surface that
denote the asymptotic behavior of the currents in the
exterior region. The conventional matching conditions of
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tearing mode theory are now identified.

−
∫
dx

∫ 2π

0

dα

π

∫ 2π

0

dζ

2π
cos(moα)

µoγ

gρρ
J1 ·B0

B2
= ∆′cAo,

(10)

−
∫
dx

∫ 2π

0

dα

π

∫ 2π

0

dζ

2π
sin(moα)

µoγ

gρρ
J1 ·B0

B2
= ∆′sAo,

(11)

where the island resolved currents used to describe the
plasma response are inserted in the integrals. Note that
in the vaccum limit (J1 ·B0 = 0), ∆′c = ∆′s = 0 describes
the expected solution ∆φ = 0 and A = AV .

For the standard tearing mode approach, a boundary
layer theory is used to describe solutions in the vicinity
of the island where ρ derivatives on perturbed quantities
are assumed large. Currents are calculated in the island
region are then used in the matching conditions, Eqs.
(10) and (11). The primary problem of interest is the
suppression of vacuum islands which are typically large
compared to resistive layer scales [4, 5]. As such, Ruther-
ford theory is the appropriate approach to follow for the
’cosine’ component of current which describes nonlinear
evolution of the island width [10]. For simplicity a num-
ber of finite β effects [11, 12] are neglected in the deriva-
tion of the generalized Rutherford equation. From the
a resistive Ohm’s law, (E · B = ηJ · B) the standard
Rutherford results is derived k1(µo/η)dw/dt = ∆′c where
η is the plasma resistivity and k1 ≈ 0.8. Island satura-
tion (dw/dt = 0)is given by ∆′c = 0 which produces the
island width expression

w = wV
√
kv cos(∆φ). (12)

The complete theory requires an expression for ∆φ
The ’sine’ component of the parallel current is associ-

ated with the presence of a net electromagnetic torque
on the plasma. A connection can be made between the
asymptotic matching condition Eq. (11) and torque bal-
ance [6]. To show this, we first define the flux surface
averaged torques as

TEMα =

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

eα · J×B

√
g

gρρ
dζdα, (13)

In the exterior region where ideal MHD governs the dy-
namics, these torques are identically zero. Hence, TEMα

is localized to the island region. From the magnetic field
representation and radial force, one can derive [6]

TEMα =
2πψ′

µoγ
moAo

∫ 2π

0

dα sin(moα)
∂2A

∂ρ2
. (14)

Integrating this equation in ρ to obtain TEM0 one finds

TEM0 ≡
∫
dx TEMα =

2π2ψ′

µoγ
moA

2
o∆
′
s, (15)

which demonstrates a relationship betweem the asymp-
totic matching condition defined in Eq. (11) and the net

electromagnetic torque on the plasma. Using Eqs. (6),
(9) and (12), an expression for the electromagnetic torque
can be derived

TEM0 =
π2ψ′3

µoγ

mok
2
v(−∆′o)

256
(ι-′o)

2(wV )4 sin(2∆φ). (16)

This expression describes the integrated torque over
the island region produced by the external resonant
magnetic field as a function of the phase shift ∆φ. A
self-consistent for ∆φ is obtained by calculating ∆s from
the ‘sine’ component of the parallel current in the island
region.

III. Plasma Flows and Viscous Torques
The ’sine’ component of parallel current in the island

region is typically associated with dissipative physics in
steady state. For sufficiently large islands, density, tem-
perature and electrostatic potential profiles are constant
within the island region but nonzero outside the separa-
trix. These gradients are associated with flow velocities
that influence the island rotation properties.

For nonlinear islands, no net plasma flow is allowed
through the separatrix. This is often referred to as the
no-slip constraint [7]. Since the dominant dissipation in
the model to follow is that described by the ion-root dom-
inant neoclassical damping and cross-field viscous forces,
the phase velocity of the island is determined by the
ion rotation rate. However, electron diamagnetic effects
can affect the island phase velocity in more sophisticated
plasma models [12].

The no-slip constraint and the requirement that locked
islands have zero phase velocity uniquely determine the
plasma flow at the rational surface. The requirement
that the flow be fixed at ι- = no/mo is generally not con-
sistent with the value of the flow profile calculated from
a transport equation that accounts for neoclassical and
turbulent transport and momentum sources. Noting that
the electromagnetic torque calculated in Eq. (16) is local-
ized to the island region, steady state momentum balance
is established by balancing this torque with a similarly
localized viscous torque in the island region. The viscous
torque is characterized by a phenomenological cross-field
viscosity coefficient [7]. Torque balance determines a self-
consistent value for ∆φ.

What is demonstrated in the following is that currents
of relevance to the torque balance equation are due to
properties of the plasma flows outside the island separa-
trix. The flow profile is established by a transport equa-
tion that accounts for the competition between neoclas-
sical and viscous transport properties. Unlike tokamaks,
neoclassical flow damping physics plays a primary role
in determining the self-consistent flow profiles in conven-
tional stellarators. Poloidal and toroidal rotation damp-
ing rates are typically comparable in conventional stel-
larators whereas there is generally a vast disparity of
these two rates in tokamaks with weak 3-D magnetic
fields [13]. This difference in the neoclassical physics
translates to different amplitudes of the viscous torque
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in conventional stellarators relative to axisymmetric con-
figurations. In particular, a radial boundary layer in the
rotational profile in the vicinity of the magnetic island
develops due to the competition between viscous and neo-
classical flow effects. As the boundary layer shrinks, the
viscous torque on the plasma becomes larger. The width
of the boundary layer is determined by the strength of
the non-ambipolar neoclassical transport. In high tem-
perature stellarators, the flow damping rates scale in-
versely with the collision frequency (corresponding the
1/ν regime of neoclassical transport theory [14]). Hence,
a smaller collisionality produces a larger viscous force.
For the same natural rotational value and external field
strength, it is easier to heal magnetic islands in a con-
ventional stellarator than in the corresponding tokamak.

To describe the evolution of the flow profile, a momen-
tum balance equation of the form

ρM
dv

dt
= J×B−∇p−∇ · ~~π+∇ · (ρMν⊥∇v) +S, (17)

is used where ρM is the mass density, ~~π the viscous stress
tensor and S external momentum sources. The cross-field
viscous force uses a phenomenological viscosity coefficient
ν⊥ meant to model turbulent and collisional processes

that are not described by ∇ · ~~π.
Before preceding to the island case, let’s consider the

no island limit first. For this case, B · ∇ρ = 0 and the
lowest order momentum balance equation E + v × B =
∇pi/niqi allows one to write the flows

v = (
dΦ

dρ
+

1

niqi

dpi
dρ

)
B×∇ρ
B2

+
v||

B
B, (18)

where Φ is the electrostatic potential and pi, ni and qi are
the ion’s pressure, density and charge. Alternatively, the
flows can be written using the coordinate system given
by Eq. (2)

v = Ωαeα + Ωζeζ , (19)

where Ωα and Ωζ are related to Φ′ = dΦ/dρ, p′i = dpi/dρ
and v|| by

Ωα =
1

ψ′
(Φ′ +

p′i
niqi

) +O(δ), (20)

Ωζ = − I
γ

Ωα +
v||B

γ
. (21)

A transport equations for the steady state flow profiles
are established by taking the flux surface of ei compo-
nents of the next order momentum balance equation. In
particular, the flux surface average of the eα projection
of the steady state momentum balance yields

0 = −ψ′ < J · ∇ρ >o − < eα · ∇ ·
~~P >o

+ < eα · ∇ · (ρMν⊥∇v) >o + < eα · S >o, (22)

where
~~P = p

~~I + ~~π and

< f >o=
1

V ′

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

dαdζ
√
gf, (23)

and V ′ =
∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
dαdζ

√
g. Here, the general function f

is expressed as a function of ρ, α and ζ so that < f >o is
purely a function of ρ. By requiring < J · ∇ρ >o= 0 in
steady state, the above expression can be used to deter-
mine the radial electric field profile from the combination
of cross-field viscosity, neoclassical damping and sources.
The second term in Eq. (22) describes neoclassical trans-
port in three-dimensional configurations and can be iden-
tified with the non-ambipolar component of the particle
flux.

< eα · ∇ ·
~~P >o= −ψ′

∑
s

qs < ~Γneos · ∇ρ >o . (24)

In conventional stellarators, generally the requirement of

non-ambipolar neoclassical transport ~Γneoi = ~Γneoe pro-
duces an equation for the radial electric field or alterna-
tively Ωα as functions of the plasma density and temper-
ature gradients. In stellarator configurations, due to the
lack of intrinsic ambipolar transport, mulitple solutions
to the radial electric field profile can be obtained [15, 16]
which complicate this analysis. Nevertheless, formally a
solution to the equilibrium flow profile transport equa-
tions can be deduced.

To make analytic progress, we specialize our calcula-
tion to regimes of interest in high temperature conven-
tional stellarators. In the absense of a radial electric field,
the neoclassical transport is in the 1/ν regime where the
cross-field transport coeffients scale inversely with colli-
sion frequency. As such, the neoclassical transport can
be written

e < ~Γneos · ∇ρ >o

= −C1/νρM
ω2
ts

νs
<
gρρ

B2
>o [Φ′

qs
e

+
p′s
nse

+ ks
T ′s
e

]

= −C1/νρM
ω2
ts

νs
<
ψ′gρρ

B2
>o

qs
e

[Ωα − Ωαamb,s], (25)

where νs is the collision frequency, ωts = vts/Ro is the
transit frequency with vts the thermal velocity of species
s, Ro the major radius, T ′s = dTs/dρ and ks ∼ 1. The
dimensionless parameter C1/ν in the zero radial electric

field limit scales as C1/ν ∼ ε
3/2
eff where εeff is a mea-

sure of the effective helical ripple [17]. These high trans-
port rates are generally reduced in the presence of a suffi-
ciently large radial electric field (or Ωα). However, since
the problem of interest is a description of the flow pro-
file in the vicinity of a locked island, these electric field
corrections are ignored for simplicity.

Using the expression as given in the second form for
Γneos demonstrates that Eq. (22) can by viewed as a trans-
port equation for Ωα as a function of the sources and
equilibrium density and temperature profiles.
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The density, temperature and electrostatic potential
profiles equilibrate on the helical magnetic surfaces of the
island Ψ∗ given in Eq. (4) for sufficiently large magnetic
island width. This result comes from the leading order
parallel Ohm’s law, density and pressure evolution which
yield B · ∇Φ +B · ∇pe/nee = 0,vE · ∇n = vE · ∇ps = 0.
In this limit, Ωα is given by

Ωα =
1

ψ′
[
dΦ

dΨ
∗ +

1

niqi

dpi

dΨ∗
]ι-′x =< Ωα >

x

< x >
, (26)

where the flux surface averaging procedure in the pres-
ence of an island is given by

< f >=

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
dαdζ

√
gx−1f(Ψ

∗
, α, ζ)∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
dαdζ

√
gx−1

, (27)

with< f > being a function of Ψ
∗

only. In this expression

all quantities are expressed as functions of Ψ
∗
, α and ζ.

To calculate a transport equation, the same procedure
used to construct Eq. (22) can be followed with the result

0 = −ψ
′

ι-′
< J · ∇Ψ

∗
> − < xeα · ∇ ·

~~P >

+ < xeα · ∇ · (ρMν⊥∇v) > + < xeα · S > . (28)

By setting < J · ∇Ψ
∗
>= 0, a transport equation for

< Ωα > is obtained. In the vicinity of the magnetic
island, this equation can be written

< Ωα >= Ωα0

+δ2
r

ι-′2 < x >2

cr < x2gρρ/B2 >

d

dΨ∗
[
< x4(gρρ)2/B2 >

< x >

d

dΨ∗
< Ωα >

< x >
],

(29)

where cr =< (gρρ)2/B2 > / < gρρ/B2 > and Ωα0 given
by

Ωα0 =< Ωαamb,i > +
νi < xeα · S >< x >

ω2
tiρMC1/νi < x2ψ′2gρρ/B2 >

, (30)

is the rotation profile as determined by sources and neo-
classical transport. An important parameter in Eq. (29)
is the distance δr defined by

δ2
r =

crν⊥νi
ω2
tiC1/νi

, (31)

which is a measure of the cross-field viscosity relative
to the strength of the neoclassical damping. In writing
down Eq. (29), the ’ion root’ is assumed which is the
relevant case for solutions with small Er. In writing the
above, it is assumed that the basic functional form for
the neoclassical transport is unaffected by the presence
of the island. However, the coefficient for the neoclassical
transport C1/ν is modified by the island [18].

For large enough εeff , the inequality δ � Leq is ex-
pected noting the prominence of neoclassical physics. In

this case, the cross-viscosity plays a small role and the so-
lution < Ωα >= Ωα0 is predicted. However, with a locked
island, the rotation at the island separatrix

< Ωα(Ψ
∗

= Ψ
∗
sx) > must be consistent with the no-slip

constraint. This condition provides an internal boundary
condition for the flow profile which is generally in con-
flict with the zero δr solution described above. As such, a
boundary layer of width δr develops outside of the separa-
trix. In the simple asymptotic limit limit δr ∼ X∗ � w,
the transport equation Eq. (29) reduces to

< Ωα >= Ωα0 + δ2
r

d2 < Ωα >

dX2
∗

, (32)

where the radial-like coordinate X∗ is defined by Ψ
∗ −

Ψ
∗
sx = ι-′X2

∗/2. The solution to this expression subject to
the locked island boundary condition described above is
given by

< Ωα >= Ωα0 (1− e−|X∗|/δr ), (33)

For the more general case where the island width is
not assumed small, there is no simple analytic solution
for Eq. (29). Nonetheless, it is clear that δr sets the radial
scale for the boundary layer solution for the flow profile.
Hence, we can formally write the solution to Eq. (29) as

< Ωα >= Ωα0 [1− fr(
X∗
δr
,
w

δr
)], (34)

with the asymptotic solution fr = e−|X∗|/δr in the small
island limit. The flow profile described in Eq. (34) is
similar to the equivalent locked island calculation for
the toroidal flow velocity in tokamaks when neoclassical
toroidal viscosity is present [19].

The calculated flow profiles produce perpendicu-
lar currents from the momentum balance equation.
When coupled with the quasineutrality condition B ·
∇(J1 ·B0/B

2) = −∇ · J⊥, the flow effects produce par-
allel currents that enter into the torque balance relation.
The condition of interest is Eqs. (11) which can be writ-
ten in the form

TEM0 =
2ψ′

ι-′

∫ ∞
−Ao

dΨ∗
∫
dα

∫
dζ

√
g

gρρ
∇ · J⊥. (35)

Using the momentum balance equation to determine J⊥,
and symmetry arguments, the torque balance equation is
given by

TEM0 =

∫ ∞
−Ao

dΨ∗
2V ′

ι-′ < x >
(<

eα · ∇ · ~~π
gρρ

> − < eα · S
gρρ

>).

(36)
Using properties of the model previously discussed and
the solution to the transport equation for Ωα, Eq. (34),
one obtains

TEM0 =

∫ ∞
Ao

dΨ∗[−
2V ′C1/νρMω

2
ti < ψ′2x/B2 >

νiι-′ < x >2
Ωα0 fr

− 2V ′

ι′ < x >
<

eα · S
gρρ

(1− xgρρ < x/B2 >

< x2gρρ >
) >]. (37)
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If the source function is taken to be small in the island
region and the resonant component of the magnetic spec-
trum is small (so that < x/B2 > / < x >≈< 1/B2 >),
the important spatial dependence of the integrand is con-
tained in the function fr describing the boundary layer
solution for the flow profile in Eq. (34). This function
effectively limits the radial extent of the integration to
the characteristic scale δr. Utilizing this, the torque bal-
ance condition TEM0 + TV 0 = 0 can be derived with the
viscous torque described by

TV 0 = 2kfV
′ρMν⊥cr <

ψ′2

B2
>

Ωα0
δr
, (38)

where the dimensionless coefficient kf is defined as a func-
tion of the quantity z = w/δr by

kf (z) =

∫ ∞
0

dyfr(y, z)
2K(k)

π

y√
y2 + z2/4

, (39)

where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first

kind, k =
√
z2/(4y2 + z2) and fr is defined with respect

to the variable y = X∗/δr. In the limit z = 0, kf = 1.
While TV 0 is used to denote the ’viscous’ torque,

it should be noted that both cross-field viscosity and
neoclassical damping physics are used to calculate this
contribution to the steady-state torque balance relation
[20].

IV. Healing a locked island

With the information derived above, we are now in a
position to

predict the conditions for healing a locked island. The
torque balance equation TEM0 + TV 0 = 0 and and Eqs.
(16) and (38), one can write the equation

DA sin(2∆φ) = DΩ, (40)

where

DA = ω2
A

m2
ok

2
v

kfcr

(−ρo∆′o)
2mo

(ι-′o)
2(wV )4

512
, (41)

DΩ = −ν⊥ρo
dΩα

dρ
|ρo+
ρo− = −2ν⊥

ρo
δr

Ωα0 , (42)

and ω2
A = 4π2ψ′/V ′γρMµo < 1/B2 >≈ v2

A/R
2
o is the

Alfven frequency.
In the absence of a plasma response DΩ = 0, the island

is locked to the external source with ∆φ = 0. AsDΩ rises,
a finite phase shift is predicted given by

sin(2∆φ) = DΩ/Dw. With yet larger |DΩ|, the ampli-
tude of the phase shift becomes larger until | sin(2∆φ)|
reaches its maximal value at unity corresponding to
|∆φ| = π/4. At this point |DΩ| = Dw. At higher
|DΩ| > DA, steady state momentum balance can no
longer be satisfied. At this point, finite inertia now plays
a role and the torque balance equation becomes∫

dx

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

√
gdαdζ ρM

∂Ωα

∂t

ψ′2

B2
= TEM0 + TV 0.

(43)

When |DΩ| > Dw, the viscous torque overwhelms the
electromagnetic torque and the plasma at ρ = ρo starts
to rotate. At this point, the island is no longer locked
to the wall. Eddy currents are produced at the ratio-
nal surface that shield the external magnetic field from
penetrating; the large magnetic island disappears. The
condition |DΩ| = Dw is the criteria for healing a mag-
netic island with plasma flow.

The flow healing criteria can be used to predict a criti-
cal β for island suppression as a function of collisionality.
The collisionality dependence enters naturally through
the flow boundary layer solution described in Eq. (34).
For scaling arguments, we require a model for the cross-
field viscosity. Using a gyro-Bohm scaling for cross-field
viscosity [ν⊥ ∼∼ (ρi/Leq)(T/eB) where ρi is the ion
gyro-radius] and diamagnetic level flows, the healing cri-
teria |DΩ| = Dw produces a scaling for the critical β
given by

βcrit ∼ (ν∗)1/4(
wV

Leq
)2Leqωpi

C
1/4
1/νc

, (44)

where ν∗ = ε3/2νi/ωti is the normalized collisionality

and ωpi/c =
√
ne2µo/mi is the ion skin depth. For

fixed vacuum island width, the above scaling indicates
that the critical β for island healing scales weakly
but monotonically with collisionality. This result is
qualitatively consistent with the results from LHD [4, 5]
shown in Fig. 1.

V. Summary and discussion
In this work, a theory describing the interaction of

a tearing stable conventional stellarator with an exter-
nally produced resonant magnetic field perturbation is
provided. The calculation highlights the important role
plasma rotation can have in healing vacuum magnetic is-
lands. The model used is a stellarator-specific extension
of an earlier theoretical effort describing the interaction
of tearing modes with resonant magnetic perturbations
in cylindrical geometry [7]. In this work, transitions be-
tween different asymptotic states of the plasma are de-
scribed by coupled electromagnetic and fluid flow physics.

The results of the present model can used to interpret
the island healing experiments of LHD [4, 5]. In particu-
lar, this model explains the basic phenomenology of how
plasma flow physics can heal islands in stellarators. The
model provides a theoretical explanation for the empir-
ically derived scaling of the critical β as a function of
plasma collisionality. Additionally, a hysteresis effect is
predicted whereby the criteria for the reappearance of a
healed island differs from the criteria for island healing
[6].

An important distinction between conventional stel-
larators and tokamaks lies in the treatment of neoclassical
physics. In high temperature conventional stellarators,
the viscous force associated with non-ambipolar neoclas-
sical transport plays an important role in establishing the
flow profile in the vicinity of a locked mode. A model for
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the rotation profile is provided that accounts for a bal-
ance between cross-field viscosity and neoclassical flow
damping. The presence of 1/ν neoclassical transport in
high temperature conventional stellarators produces a ra-
dial boundary layer in the flow profile outside the sepa-
ratrix of a locked island. This has the consequence of
effectively raising the viscous torque as the plasma be-
comes less collisional. Therefore, island suppression by
plasma flow becomes easier at lower collisionality.

The healing criteria is given by |DΩ| = DA where DΩ

and DA are measures of the viscous and electromagnetic
torques, respectively as described in Eqs. (41) and (42).
This theory produces a critical β for island healing as a
function of collisionality and external 3-D field resonant
field amplitude described in Eq. (44). The scaling indi-
cates a weak but monotonic dependence of the critical β
for healing with plasma collisionality, a prediction which
is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results
from LHD [4, 5].

The neoclassical physics of conventional stellarators
have been emphasized. For these devices, the flow damp-
ing rates in the toroidal and poloidal directions can for-
mally have comparable values. The flow properties of
quasisymmetric configurations are different than those
considered here [21, 22]. These devices have weak neo-
classical flow damping in the symmetry direction. The
equivalent calculation for the healing of magnetic islands
by plasma flows requires a procedure more akin to the
theories used for axisymmetric (or nearly axisymmet-
ric) tokamak plasmas [19]. One of the purported ad-

vantages of quasisymmetric stellarators is the presence
of undamped flows in the symmetric directions which are
known to have a variety of beneficial effects on stability
and transport in tokamaks. However, for the conven-
tional stellarator case discussed here, it is the presence
of the 1/ν transport and the associated neoclassical vis-
cous force that enhances the viscous torque that heals
the magnetic island.

An important implication of this work is that plasma
rotation physics can play a crucial role on magnetic island
physics and surface fragility in stellarator configurations.
The requirement of ambipolar neoclassical transport or
external momentum sources can produce self-consistent
plasma flows of sufficient magnitude to eliminate vacuum
magnetic islands. The physics of flow suppression is not
incorporated in 3-D MHD equilibrium codes [1–3]. These
tools are unduly pessimistic in predicting the topologi-
cal breakup of magnetic surfaces. Initial value extended
MHD codes are capable of describing magnetic island
healing due to plasma flows. However, in order to obtain
correct quantitative solution, extended MHD modeling
would need to include 3-D field induced non-ambipolar
neoclassical particle fluxes and the viscous forces they
induce.
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